RPP Stakeholder Workshop – Phase 2
Groups




Group 1: Rob, Ben, John
Group 2: Will, Elaine, Gab, Richard
Group 3: Neilson, Chop, Sue, Michael

Organization and Rules of Engagement






There are no observers. This is a participatory workshop. Everyone is encouraged to join in and
everyone has something to contribute; everyone’s opinion should be considered equally.
Think in terms of how we can make things happen. Work as a team. Staff is available to answer
questions and will be making rounds to the groups.
We have been dealing with theoretical situations to this point. Take the data that is available,
what has happened since implementation, and what you are seeing to compromise with your
group on a cohesive strategy.
Timeline
o 3:10-3:15: Introduce exercise and groups. Introduce questions
o 3:15-4:00: Work in groups to discuss questions and agree on strategies
o 4:00-4:20: Present findings to group and discuss

Assignment




As a group, decide on one strategy for RPP Phase 2 permit distribution. To consider:
o Based on the permit sales data that we know, and the parking distribution, does the
total number of employee permits need to be limited?
o How should the employee parking be distributed throughout the existing District and
new annexed areas?
o If employee permits are limited in quantity, how are they limited?
 Overall quantity: lottery or first come first served?
 By employer/employer size
 Geographically
As a group, decide on and present one single impactful change that could be made to improve
RPP program moving into Phase 2. Can be procedural, support program,
communications/marketing. Work together to agree on the most pressing change that needs to
occur.

Outcome




Three draft strategies for discussion at November stakeholder meeting
Collaboration and discussion between resident and employer stakeholders, with compromise
towards shared goals
Groups may need to meet before November meeting to flesh out details

